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of the American Revolution
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Once, when determinism was the fashion, there seemed to be little dispute
over the meaning of the American Revolution, and little disagreement over the
continuity of partisan politics between the era of the Revolution and the Federalist
period. Charles Beard, the mentor of the Progressive school of historians, saw an
essential ideological connection between the Patriot challenge to the Royal.
conservative colonial establishment and the Democratic-Republican challenge of
the Federalist regime.1 The struggles over "who should rule at home" during
the turbulent days before Independence were related to if not identical with the
heady politics of the Jacobin ··phrenzy." Wilfred E. Binkley. writin~ in the early
1940's, detected a lineal development from the Patriot of the resistance to the
radical of the Revolution, to the Antifederalist to the Democratic-Republican, a
functional analysis which rested comfortably upon the neatly interlocking tenets
of Beard and other historians such as Carl Becker, Arthur Schlesinger, J. Franklin
Jameson, Merrill Jensen and Eugene Link.·

Most of these tenets have either been discarded or severely challenged by a host
of historians writing during the last twenty years. Edmund Morgan, Jack Greene.
Robert E. Brown, Forrest McDonald and many other scholars, concentrating on
particular events, institutions, provinces, or e\'en particular Progressive inter
pretations. such as Beard's analysis of the formulation and ratification of the
Constitution. have been participating in a flight from the congruities of deter
minism.' The collective conclusion of these intensive researches is that the
Revolution was not caused simply or even primarily by a clash of economic
interests or social classes. that the Constitution was neither written nor ratified
in response to the imperatives of personalty against realty, and that the emergence
of a two-party s~tem seems to have had little connection with the War for
Independence which endured a "chaos of faction" rather than produce a national
party of the Revolution. What we have as a result is a neo-Whig persuasion that
the Revolution was over before Lexington, that the minimal political and social
change which occurred during the war was little more than anticlimatic affirma
tion of the achievement of a liberal colonial tradition, and that the persistence
of a parochial factionalism during the Revolution was a procedural manifestation of
that same liberal tradition which flourished in a condition of provincial autonomy.

Determinism is out, for the moment at least. Yet the mosaic of t>articulars
loosely joined by the neo-Whig notion of consensus covering a Revolution which
continues to perplex most scholan in its ambivalence is not entirely satisfying.
Certain fundamental questions still elude us. Was it one revolution, or three, or
thirteen? Can we lU1ly explain the inconsistency of a violent revolution to
conserve established values. Have we used the right indices to measure the
degree of change in the Revolution? (Robert R. Palmer has contended that if one
eximines the iDddenc:e of expatriation and property confisc:ation it is possible to
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argue that there was relatively more internal upheaval in the American Revolution
than in the French Revolution. William Nelson has wondered if we have recognized
the psychological effects produced in America by the loss of a mother country.·)
Exactly how different were the factional patterns of the Revolutionary era from
those of the 1790's? Before we can rest comfortably with the inferred conclusions
of the neo-Whigs, we will have to dispose of the deterministic contentions of the
Progressive historians, and to do this it will be necessary to execute a systematic
analysis of various aspects of the whole Revolutionary penod. an analysis providing
an angle of vision which will assume neither conservatism nor radicalism. neither
conflict nor consensus.

One possible approach would be a comprehensive study· of factionalism using
consistent techniques of analysis in the state legislatures. in the Continental
Congress. and in the relationship between these two levels of government. The
method of roll call analysis developed by political scientists should be used
wherever possible in the examination of state assemblies. state councils. and the
Continental Congress. Techniques employing roll calls to establish the configura
tion of voting blocs over the full term of a legislative session. or more intensive
analysis of bloc alignments on a given issue. could provide us with much more
sophisticated information than we now have in that a priori assumptions con
cerning the ideological convictions of individuals are unnecessary. and further
that all members of the legislative body who participate in the roll calls can be
examined and located in terms of their vOllng behavior.6 (Hitherto we have
relied upon fragments of different kinds of evidence-correspondence, newspaper
reports. scattered roll calls. legislative debates and so on-to establish the politIcal
attachments of more prominent individuals about whom such evidence happens
to have survived. ThIS approach, of course. is likely to produce distorted and
incomplete conclusions.)

With roll call analysis we should be able to determine whether indeed there
was chaos or a fairly consistent factional pattern in the legislative bodies of the
Revolutionary era. We could determine which issues were more divisive. We
might be able to decide more satisfaclOrily what factors determined the compo
sition of factions-economic class, social class. geographic section. or other factors,
or a combination of factors. The factional patterns of one state or section could
be compared with patterns in other states and sections, the determinants of
factionalism in the Congress with those in state legislatures. and the patterns
and determinants of the Revolutionary era with those of the Federalist period.

Not the least intriguing would be an examination of factional relationships
between the state legislatures and the Continental Congress. for the connection (or
lack of connection) between divisions in the Congress and divisions in the various
state legislatures which elected Congressional delegates is a subject of crucial
importance to the meaning of the Revolution. The Progressive notion that the
political history of the Revolution was conditioned by a conflict over who should
rule at home virtually demands, for example. that partisan struggles exist in
both the states and Congress over issues such as the allocation of authority within
the Confederation. This thesis also implies that the struggle for power between
conservatives and radicals within the states should be reflected in the composition
of the various Congressional delegations. If, on the other hand. the neo·Whigs
are right, we might expect a minimum of factionalism. an emphasis on unity. and
few interprovincial and confederal·partisan connections. While neither result
is automatic, these expectations do suggest how we might use a study of factional
relationships between Congress and the states to illuminate our understanding
of the politics of the R.evolution.

It is impossible to demonstrate the use of this approach in an extended
manner in a limited amount of space, but a few specific examples of relationships
between Congressional and stale partisan polittcs mal be included. I have
suggested elsewhere that a basically sectional pattern 0 factionalism exiJted in
the Continental Congress for the whole period when roll· calb were recorded
(August of 1777 to the end of Congress in 1789). New England and the Southern
States formed two opposing factions while the Middle States JOIIIetimes split in
support of these two factions and sometimes formed yet a third faction.' Thit
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~t IeCdonal antqonism which came close to fracturing the Confederation
would teem to support the notion of conflict rather than consensus. Yet while
confllcl was dearly praent, it was not precisely the sort of conflict CDvisioned
by the Prograaive historians who, in emphasizing social and economic class
an~isml, would of necessity expect to uncover intersectional factionaJism
at leat «> the degree that such antagonisms were reflected in Congress. I see little
evidence that this sort of conflict determined the factional structure of Congress.
The ProgrCSlive historians may have been right to stress conflict, but wrong in
Ulelling ltl determinants.

Factional relationships between Congress and the states seem to point to
the same conclusion. There was, for example, a muted split within the New York
Co0I!CSlional delegation during 1778 and 1779, with William Duer, john jay
and Govemeur MonU aligning with the South, and Francis Lewis, James Duane
and William Floyd tending to line up with deviants from the New jersey and
Penn.ylvania delegations to form an incipient Middle States bloc.' That the
New York Assembly endorsed Duane and Floyd for election to Congress in 1778,
1779 and 1780 while .upporting Morris fairly soundly in 1778, rejecting him in
a close vote in 1779 and in a lopsided vote in 1780 may very poSSIbly reflect the
influence of national politics upon the state of New York.' If this .relationship
were fully invCltigated, we might learn more about the energies of partisan politics
on both levels of government. The Progressive assumption that class conflict was
the root of factionalism again seems unwarranted, however, since both Morris
and Duane were aasociatcd with the aristocratic old family tradition in New
York politia.

That other determinants may have played a part in Revolutionary factionalism
acem. possible from evidence in the politics of another Middle State-New jersey.
There were also occasional splits within its congressional delegation, as in 1779
when John Fell deviated from the New England orientation of his fellow delegates
Nathaniel Scudder, William Houston and John Witherspoon.e Fell, along with
many other Congressional delegates, served both in Congress and in his state
legislature-in FeD's case, the New Jersey Council in 1783. Thus it is possible to
compare Fell's role in Congress with his position in the factional structure of
the ~ew Jersey Council. In the Council, Fell belonged to a bloc of legislators
who came from the northern and central counties of Bergen (Fell's county),
Suuex. Essex. Reading. Monmouth and Burlington. The opposition bloc in this
rather dichotomized 60dy came from the four southern counties of Cape May,
Cumberland, Salem and Gloucester, as well as by the two northern counties of
Monia and Somerset. Within these two blocs there were moderate and extreme
IUbgroUps which became defined on about six roll calls out of the twenty-one
votea recorded during the session. Fell belon~ed to the northern extreme subgroup
which stands out on roll calls dealing With debtor relief, which he opposed.
The other extreme subgroup. composed mostly of delegates from the southern
counties. became define<l on religious and moral issues, specifically on bills to
incorporate particular Presbyterian and Dutch R.eformed churches and bills
related to tlie allowance of divorce.

This fragment of evidence is intriguing, since issues with moral and religious
overtones often heightened factionalism in Congress as well. The New En~land
bloc tended «> believe that the Revolution should be fought not only for lOde
pendente. but alto regeneration through separation from the corrupt mother
country. This PuritaniCal conception appealed to the New Jersey delegate, Joho
Wllhenpooo. the great Presbyterian divme, much more than it did to Fell, and
it woulcl IeeID to. be more than coincidental that Withspoon aligned with the
New England faction while Fell persistently took an independent course. Partisan
politic:a on both ltate and natioDal levels may have been enerxized by differing
~t1oDa of the meanina of the Revolution, as well as different staka in a
put1iuJar outcome of the Revolution.

The belt WUlttadon of lntenelated national and state partisan politics is
ba .P~1YaDia where a relatively well developed two-party system emerged
at earlY aa the late 17'10"1. The two parties. CoIistitutionaliats and Republic:aDS.
atoIe 110m c:olooial partitan traditiooi. from the deep political divisions caUJed
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by the decision to declare independence and the formulation of the Constitution
of 1776, and also in part from factional struggles in the Continental Congress
which was located most of the time in Philadelphia. The Constitutionalists are
usually described as a radical party drawing supJ.>Ort from the artisans and
mechanics of Philadelphia and the Scotch-Irish of the mterior, a party which identi·
fied with Presbyterians and the militia, a party which sought democracy. The
Republicans are generally classified as a party supported by merchants, Quakers,
Anglicans and the Continental Line, a party opposed to substantial alteration
of the status quo. It may be that this traditlOnal description of the two parties
is inaccurate, and certainly it is incomplete. Yet clearly two parties (or forces)
did exist, and historians of the Revolutionary politics of Pennsylvania such as
Robert Brunhouse can label legislative sessions as Republican or Constitutionalist
in terms of the dominant tendency of the legislature.1o Accepting Brunhouse'!\
judgment, we can com~are the affiliation of Pennsylvania Con~essional dele
gations elected by Constitutionalist assemblies with that of delegatIOns elected by
Republican assemblies. Without exception the Constitutionalist delegations aligned
with the New England bloc while the Republican dele~tions either lined up with
the South (as in 1781) or contributed to the formation of a Middle States bloc
with splinter support from the South (as in 1783). The relevance of this
relationship, which may be at least partly compatible with the Progressive thesis,
has never been seriously examined.

The congruities of Congressional politics as well as the relationship between
Congressional factions and partisan politics in Pennsylvania and other states
suggest that we should re-examine our assumptions about the structure of
Revolutionary ~litics. If such a re-examination were executed using the best
analytical techmques available to the historian today, we might very well avoid
the pitfalls of determinism and at the same time find new insight into the
ambivalent substance of the Revolution, and a new footing for study of party
development during the Federal period.
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